Integrating task and data parallelism in a language framework has attracted considerable attention. Both the Fx language at Carnegie Mellon University and High Performance Fortran standard have adopted a simple model of task parallelism that allows dynamic assignment of processor subgroups to tasks in the application. However, the tasks must be written in the native language, i.e Fx or HPF. Large scienti c parallel applications often use a mix of languages for a variety of reasons, including the reuse of existing code and the suitability of di erent languages for di erent modules. In this paper we demonstrate how a \native" parallelizing compiler can be used to create parallel applications that combine native modules with \foreign" modules written in a di erent parallel language. We argue that virtually all the advantages of translating a foreign module to the native language can be achieved by using the native compiler to coordinate the interactions with the foreign module. In particular, the ability to dynamically modify the assignment of processors among native modules and foreign modules is retained. The foreign module interacts with the native program through shared arguments and the changes in the code for the foreign module are minimal. We demonstrate how this idea allowed us to accelerate the development of the Airshed air quality model at Carnegie Mellon using the Fx language and parallelizing compiler. We also examine the tradeo s between the nature of interaction permitted with the foreign module and the complexity of language and runtime support.
Introduction 2 Foreign modules in a parallel language
This section explains the concept of a foreign module and discusses how it increases the power and exibility of a programming environment based on a high level parallel programming language. The \host" language framework is assumed to have support for data and task parallelism along the lines of Fx and High Performance Fortran (HPF), and will be referred to as the \native language". To make our discussion concrete, we will present examples using the Fx language and compiler. However, the concepts discussed are applicable to HPF and similar languages. We brie y describe the Fx programming model and discuss how it is enhanced to support foreign modules.
Native programming model
Data parallelism in Fx, as in HPF, is based on distributing data across processors. The data distributions supported include block, cyclic and block-cyclic. Loop parallelism is expressed by a special parallel loop construct that combines loop and reduction parallelism. Since the details of data parallelism are not directly relevant to this research, we will not discuss these any further and refer the interested reader to 27, 31] .
Task parallelism is supported in Fx by the use of mechanisms to distribute data structures onto subgroups of processors and a mechanism to specify the execution of code on a subgroup of processors 30] . We outline the main directives used to achieve these purposes.
A TASK PARTITION directive is used to partition the current group of processors into named subgroups, e.g.
TASK PARTITION :: part1(1), part2(x), part3(N-x)
de nes a partition of the current processors into subgroups part1, part2 and part3, that are assigned 1, x and N-x processors, respectively. Note that x and N can be procedure parameters and hence the actual processor assignment is dynamic. A SUBGROUP directive maps variables to a named processor subgroup. e.g. We illustrate the use of task parallelism with an example. Figure 1 (a) uses pseudocode to illustrate a simple pipeline containing 3 tasks, while Figure 1(b) shows the structure of the computation. Each task repeatedly receives its input data from a predecessor task, computes, and sends output to a successor task. Task 1 reads external input and Task 3 generates the nal output. Thus, every iteration acts on a new data set and the corresponding read and write statements are inside routines Task1 and Task3, respectively.
A high level task and data parallel implementation of this pipeline in Fx is shown in Figure 1 (c). The TASK PARTITION statement is used to divide the processors into three named subgroups, and a SUBGROUP statement is used to map the variables A1, A2 and A3 onto named subgroups P1, P2 and P3, respectively. TASK REGION directives are used to de ne a task region, and ON SUBGROUP directives are used to map the computations, i.e. the three subroutines task1, task2 and task3 onto the three processor subgroups. Data is exchanged between subgroups by assignments of the form A2=A1, where the variables on one or both sides of the assignment have been mapped on a SUBGROUP region. The assignment statements are in a TASK REGION region, but not in a ON SUBGROUP region, and they can therefore access all data. During execution, the three subgroups are typically working on di erent datasets in pipelined fashion. The details of task parallelism in HPF are di erent from Fx, but the basic ideas are the same, hence the results of this paper carry over to HPF.
Motivation for foreign modules
The task parallelism model discussed above allows considerable exibility in building parallel programs from modules, but only if all the modules are written in the same language. Large applications are often best developed by composing multiple modules written in di erent languages. In the example illustrated in Figure 1 , we may wish to use a display module developed in a di erent parallel programming language and paradigm to view intermediate results, yielding the computation structure shown in Figure 2 . The challenge is to integrate the display module TaskF with minimum e ort while achieving high e ciency and maximum exibility in its usage. Mechanisms for integrating a foreign module with another program range from rewriting it in the native language to allowing it to execute completely independently with data exchange through a common lesystem. Our solution is to allow the main program and the foreign module to execute independently, but to use the parallelizing compiler and the runtime system to provide e cient and exible communication and coordination between the modules. This approach has the advantage that the foreign module code does not have to be rewritten in the native language or linked with the main program; if the foreign module uses a di erent parallel programming paradigm, these tasks can be complex and cumbersome. The foreign module can also execute asynchronously in parallel with the native program, increasing both exibility and performance. Finally, if the foreign module is written in a way that it can use a varying number of compute nodes, processors can be allocated and reallocated dynamically between the native program and the foreign module. This approach requires \glue" code for the foreign module to interact e ciently with the main program and the runtime system, although some glue code will be needed with any method of integration.
We believe our approach is a cost-e ective compromise between the easy but potentially ine cient approach of using separate programs, and the e cient but potentially expensive solution of full integration. Figure 3 shows a high level picture of a native program integrated with a foreign module. The foreign module is an independent executable that executes concurrently with the main program and exchanges data with it at select points. The foreign module uses an external interface library that is based on the native runtime system to exchange data with the native modules of the application. However, the internal communication model of the foreign module is independent of the communication model used by the native compiler and runtime system. The native program consists of the parallel application code generated by the parallelizing compiler. The parallelizing compiler inserts calls in the application code to the native communication library, and to start up and initialize the parallel computation.
Let us assume that the foreign module started out as a stand-alone program. The foreign code is modi ed so that inputs are received from the native program and outputs returned to the native program, as needed. The foreign module's external interface library is responsible for implementing these calls in terms of the communication primitives supported by the native communication library. This code would typically replace part of the program's normal I/O code, e.g. calls to read and write to/from the le system. The foreign library also includes code for initialization and synchronization with the native program. There will be a single external interface library for each parallel language used by foreign modules, i.e., the external interface library is application independent.
In the native program, the foreign module is represented by a foreign task, which is in e ect a stub for the foreign module. The interface to invoke a foreign task is identical to a call to a native task subroutine. For example, for the computation structure in Figure 2 , a processor subgroup Pf is created and declared foreign. Inside the task region, the code from Figure 1 is modi ed by adding an assignment to a variable Af mapped to processor subgroup Pf ( Figure 4 ). Assignments to and from the variable Af will be translated into communication with the foreign module, in the same way that they would for a native task.
Implementation
We describe how foreign module support can be implemented using an HPF-style system as the native platform. We discuss task invocation, communication optimizations, and processor allocation.
Process structure and foreign task invocation
A foreign module is either initiated by the native program or starts o as a separate executing program. Subsequently, it rendezvouses with the native program and exchanges data with it at select points. These points are marked by calls to the foreign task stub in the native program and calls to the external interface library in the foreign module. This model is more powerful than a \server" model where the nodes assigned to the foreign module run a server that periodically receives \execute" requests from the native program and returns results after it nishes execution of the parallel task. The server then sleeps until it receives the next execute request. The server model is simple to implement, although our \communicating parallel processes" design is not signi cantly more di cult to support. This generalization is of value in several situations. For example, foreign modules can continue to perform input/output activities such as driving a display device, or can perform independent computations like re ning a solution, after the foreign task invocation has returned. Note that if the foreign module continues executing between invocations, which is supported under the general \parallel processes" model, it should not modify any data structures that are shared with native tasks, since this would violate the HPF programming model. Implementations of the general model should also consider that the foreign module may become less responsive to task execution requests, potentially slowing down the entire application.
The foreign module is represented in the application by a representative foreign task. Some changes are needed in the parallelizing compiler to support foreign modules since the compiler cannot analyze the code in the foreign module in the way that it can analyze native tasks. The native compiler needs another mechanism to collect essential information like the distribution of shared variables in the foreign module, and optional information such as the scaling properties of the foreign module as a function of the number of nodes. This information will generally be provided by the programmer or exported by the foreign module. A simple method is to associate a set of declarations with the foreign module that can be used by the native compiler. Note that for a speci c class of foreign modules, the collection of this information could be very systematic, or even automatic. For example, for foreign modules that are based on a speci c distributed object library such as Dome 1], this information could be automatically exported by the objects.
To invoke a foreign module at runtime, the native program calls the foreign task representing the foreign module. The foreign task sends a request to the processors assigned to the foreign module, provides the input data, and then waits for the results to be returned. Communication uses the native communication library and is discussed in more detail later.
Synchronization
An interesting challenge in adding foreign module support to an HPF-style system is synchronization. HPF implementations are based on SPMD programming model, i.e. each processor executes the same executable, so it has access to appropriate application control ow information. For example, information on the outcome of conditional instructions is available to the relevant processes as a result of the way the program code is generated by the parallelizing compiler. In an application that includes foreign modules, task synchronization (i.e. task invocation and termination) is handled by the foreign task, but synchronization required for communication, i.e. pairing up readers and writers, is harder to resolve.
The example in Figure 4 shows how input and output statements are used to move data into and out of tasks. In the simple case, input and output statements are executed unconditionally, and it is simple to determine what data has to be communicated with the task. Conditionally executed input or output statements are not a problem for native tasks, since all processes share the same control ow, but they are a problem for foreign modules. The problem is easy to solve for input statements: the runtime system can collect information on required input data, and then send the data when the foreign task (and module) is invoked. The synchronization problem is more di cult for output statements. One solution is to have the foreign module always return a superset of the results, but this might be expensive and ine cient. An alternative is to have output statements send \read requests" to the foreign module. The most e cient, but also most complex solution, is to include enough of the application ow control into the foreign module, for example as a code segment that is called by the foreign library, so that the foreign module can determine what output statements will be executed.
Communication
Support for synchronization and communication between a foreign module and the native program can be implemented in a variety of ways and presents a tradeo between the complexity of the implementation on one hand, and programming exibility and performance on the other. We shall outline the main options which are represented by di erent arrows in Figure 5 . We shall only discuss the transfer of data from the native program to a foreign module, since the reverse scenarios are analogous.
We rst describe the simple case represented by scenario A in Figure 5 . In this case, the communication calls between the sender and receiver are always matched. The parallelizing compiler exports its model of communication generation for calls to foreign tasks and the user ensures that matching calls are made in The data is transferred from the native program to the representative foreign task, then to a designated interface node in the foreign module, which in turn distributes it to all nodes of the foreign module. This is the easiest model to implement but may be ine cient because of the extra copies of data on the path from the native program to the foreign module. A special case that is particularly easy to implement arises when the number of processors assigned to the representative foreign task and the interface node of the foreign module are set to one since that obviates the need for parallel communication between the foreign module and the native task.
An important optimization to this mode of communication is represented by the scenario B in Figure 5 .
In this case the synchronization model stays the same, but data is transferred directly to all the nodes of the foreign module. This requires that the topology of the foreign module and the data distribution inside it be exposed to the native compiler for communication generation. This optimization is clearly desirable since it eliminates one data transfer. However, implementation is more complex, especially if the data mappings inside the foreign module are not supported by the native compiler. For example, the foreign module may support sparse data structures which would imply that the native compiler and the native communication library have to be extended to support communication of distributed sparse data structures. Finally, the most ambitious and most e cient scheme for communication is represented by the scenario C in Figure 5 . In this case, the copying of data to the representative foreign task in the native program is completely eliminated and the data is directly transferred from the variables in the native program to the variables in the foreign module. This case is very hard to support in general since it requires that complete control ow information of the foreign module be made available to the native program and vice versa. The reason is that assignments to the variables of a foreign task can happen anywhere in the task region of a program, and to translate these without bu ering requires that the native program know when it is safe to make the transfer, and the foreign module must be able to accept data in an unexpected order. However, further discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.
Processor allocation
In some applications, allocation of processors to tasks is an important optimization step. The parameters that determine a processor assignment include e ciency of tasks as a function of the number of processors, communication costs associated with a speci c allocation, and system constraints (e.g. memory size). One of the main advantages of bringing foreign modules under the umbrella of a parallelizing compiler is that the compiler can optimize processor allocation across an entire application. To achieve this, the compiler must have access to the relevant task information. Since this information is typically obtained through pro ling, this is not that di erent from the support needed for native tasks. Further, the foreign module must be written in such a way that it can execute on a variable number of processors, which is the case for most parallel codes today. Note that if the foreign code can be remapped dynamically, for example on a per call basis, then dynamic reallocation based on runtime information is possible. Hence the techniques developed for automatic mapping of tasks 22, 28, 29] can be applied to applications with foreign modules. To test the feasibility of compiler-based support for foreign modules, we added a population exposure model, parallelized using PVM, to an air pollution model, parallelized using Fx. The air pollution model we started with is the Urban Regional Model (URM) called Airshed, developed by McRae and Russell 20, 19] . The parallel Fx version of the model uses both task and data parallelism. Data parallelism is used to parallelize the modeling of the particle transport and the chemistry calculations. Task parallelism is used to execute pre-processing of inputs and post-processing of outputs in parallel with the main computation 30].
Air pollution models are often coupled with other models, such as surface or water quality models, to model more complex systems. In this experiment we coupled Airshed with a population exposure model, called PopExp, that uses the concentration data for chemicals, generated by Airshed, to calculate the impact on health. The population exposure model was written by an environmental scientist using explicit message passing (PVM) without the use of the Fx compiler. It takes as input a concentration array with chemical species and population data, and generates population exposure data. The parallel PopExp code follows a master-slave protocol: a master node distributes the data on concentrations of di erent chemicals to the slaves, which operate in parallel on di erent parts of the space. Figure 6 shows how the integration was performed. We created a top level Fx program that invoked both Airshed and PopExp as tasks. The Airshed task is the original Airshed code written in Fx, while the PopExp task consists of a foreign task that represents the PVM parallel application in the Fx program. Airshed periodically sends hourly concentration data directly to the PopExp where it is received using a variant of the Fx communication library. The PopExp model then used PVM to distribute data internally and to support the parallel computation. Airshed is used by environmental scientists through the GEMS problem solving environment 25, 24] which allows them to model di erent scenarios and view and compare outputs. PopExp generates outputs in a such a way that it can be displayed in GEMS, so the integrated Airshed-PopExp application presents a single interface to users. Figure 7 illustrates the parallelism in the integrated application. The boxes represent Fx tasks that can execute in parallel, each with internal data parallelism, and the arrows represent data dependencies that constrain execution order. Our implementation uses the simplest data transfer mechanism discussed in the previous section, i.e., the data is routed through a foreign task in the native program and an interface node in the foreign module, which may degrade performance.
Two versions of this integrated application have been developed. The rst one executes on an Alpha cluster, where Fx uses PVM for native communication. The second one runs on an Intel Paragon, where Fx uses the NX libraries for native communication. The latter implementation supports dynamic reassignment of processors between the foreign module and the native program.
This example illustrates some of the advantages of compiler-supported foreign modules. First, it demonstrates that an application developed using a di erent computational model (explicit message passing using PVM) can be accommodated in this framework. Given the large number of existing explicitly-parallel mod- Figure 7 : The structure of the combined Airshed-PopExp computation ules, support for this class of applications is important. Second, we were able to bring up the integrated application quickly since it required minimal changes to Airshed and PopExp modules. Finally, we were able to change the balance of the number of nodes allocated to Airshed and PopExp using the existing Fx mechanisms.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we quantify two performance measures for compiler-based foreign module support. First we look at the performance di erence between using foreign modules and an all Fx implementation. Second, we illustrate how some of the performance advantages of integrated tools for parallel computing carry over to our approach to foreign modules. Speci cally, we examine the value of the ability to dynamically adjust the processor allocation between a native Fx program and a foreign module. We use the Airshed model and the PopExp model executing on an Intel Paragon for all our measurements.
Performance characterization of foreign modules
To examine the value of translating a module to the native language as compared to integrating it as a foreign module, we developed an all Fx version of the Airshed/PopExp application in addition to the version in which Airshed is programmed in Fx and PopExp is a PVM foreign module. The purpose was to measure the extra overhead of calling PopExp as a foreign module and whether it justi ed the e ort and expense of translating it to Fx. We veri ed that the stand alone versions of Fx and PVM PopExp had comparable performance.
The results obtained on an Intel Paragon are plotted in Figure 8 . We observe that there is a xed extra overhead associated with the foreign module approach. The reason is the extra copying in our current implementation of communication with a foreign module as discussed in Section 4, which should be reduced with the implementation of some of the communication optimizations discussed in Section 3. However, the overhead is not signi cant enough to be a large factor in the overall performance, and in most cases, it will not be su cient to justify rewriting the foreign code.
Dynamic processor allocation
One of the interesting features of the population exposure module is that the amount of computation in it varies with the scenario in which it is used, as well as the input data set. To simulate di erent usages of this module, we developed multiple versions of PopExp with di erent amounts of computation. We then The results are shown in Figure 9 . The graph shows the execution time as a function of the number of nodes assigned to the foreign module. Di erent curves are shown for di erent implementations of the foreign module; the labels 2x, 4x, etc. represent the amount of computation, relative to the base PopExp computation. As expected, each curve goes through a minimum, corresponding to a balanced node assignment. If too few nodes are assigned to the PopExp calculation, it can become the bottleneck. If too many nodes are assigned to the PopExp calculation, the main Airshed computation becomes the bottleneck. In the latter scenario, all curves merge since the amount of computation in PopExp no longer a ects the execution time.
We observe that the optimal allocation is dependent on the version of the PopExp in use, and not surprisingly, the higher the amount of computation in the PopExp module, the larger the number of nodes allocated to it in the optimal mapping. This points out the value of the ability to load balance between a native program and a foreign module. This important feature can be supported by using a parallelizing compiler to coordinate foreign modules with the rest of the application.
Related Work
Support for foreign modules is a important problem in building large parallel applications and it is usually resolved in an ad-hoc manner. We review some of the main e orts that have proposed more systematic solutions.
Designers of High Performance Fortran 18] realized the importance of interaction with foreign code and provided a mechanism called an EXTRINSIC procedure call. Intuitively, this mechanism lays out the rules for transfer of control from HPF to a subroutine in another computation model, e.g., a C routine written in MPI, that is linked with the HPF executable. We are using an interface that is similar in nature to transfer control to another executable. However, our approach is designed to be more exible and potentially more e cient. The native and foreign code need not be linked together, which can be a signi cant advantage if they use di erent programming models and runtime systems, and the foreign module can execute fairly independently from, and concurrently with, the native program. Moreover, the parallelizing compiler and runtime system can make certain optimizations, e.g. processor allocation and data movement, across the entire application.
Foster et. al. 11] use an MPI binding to HPF to enable multiple HPF executables to communicate using MPI collective communication operations. This approach is broadly similar to our approach and the main di erence is that our system is more closely integrated with the parallelizing compiler. In particular, the interface from the Fx/HPF compiler is not an explicit call to a collective communication library but just a subroutine call in a task region.
Sharma et. al. 23 ] present a runtime approach to integrating heterogeneous codes. While the proposed system is somewhat similar to our system, we believe the use of a parallelizing compiler that has a global view of the entire application can result in better performance for many applications.
Conclusions
Components of large interdisciplinary applications often do not t a single parallelism model and they are often developed using di erent paradigms. It is important to be able to build and orchestrate parallel programs using di erent types of components while maintaining high execution e ciency. We presented a simple approach to creating applications consisting of programs generated by a parallelizing compiler for a language like HPF, augmented with foreign modules developed with a di erent language and parallelism model. Our approach uses the parallelizing compiler as a coordination tool. The main advantage of this approach is that the involvement of the parallelizing compiler makes it possible to achieve the performance and exibility of an application completely written in the native parallel language, even though some of the components are foreign modules written in di erent frameworks. For example, processor allocation and data movement can be optimized across the entire application.
